
IMPORTANT 
Please read these instructions carefully and keep in a safe place for future reference. If you are unsure of any part 
of the instructions in this document then we recommend that you contact a reputable qualified trades person. 

INTRODUCTION
The Model supplied may vary from the image shown below. Please note that the general installation process for all 

Basin & Bath Taps are the same and the following guide will take you through the process. 

INSTALLATION
Prior to installation please ensure all supply pipes have been thoroughly flushed through to remove any debris.

1. Turn off the water supply. Before installation identify all components and inspect the product for any damage. 

2. Carefully assemble new fittings onto the bath/basin, ensuring the hot tap is positioned on the left hand 
 side. Place washer between the backnut and bath/basin as shown above. [ Figure A ]

3. Tighten the fixing nut to secure the tap to bath/basin, do not overtighten as this may damage bath/basin.

4. Repeat this procedure for the cold tap on the right hand side of the bath/basin.

5. Earth any new pipework adequately. Seek the advice of a qualified trades person if in any doubt.

6. Connect water supply pipes. Note the hot water supply must connect to the left hand inlet when viewing   
 from the front and the cold hand inlet to the right.

7. Once all connections are made, turn on the mains stop cock and allow the system to refill. Check    
 connections for watertightness. Once happy there are no leaks you can switch on the water heating.

8. Finally, turn on water supply and allow to run for a few minutes to flush out the piping system thoroughly.
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Guarantee

For full details of our guarantee please refer to our website. Our products are backed by a 10 year guarantee, this is 

only valid to customers who complete and submit the online Niagara® Guarantee Registration Form within 30 days 

of installation. Please note that products with finishes other than Chrome are guaranteed for 2 years only, these 

products must also be registered online to activate the 2 Year Guarantee. To register and activate your guarantee 

please visit www.niagarabathrooms.co.uk

Aftercare

Care MUST be taken when cleaning our products to avoid damaging the fitting or finish. To maintain the 

appearance of the fitting, please ensure it is cleaned regularly using only a clean soft damp cloth. Whilst all 

of our products are durable the finishes are vulnerable to some strong substances, we only recommend the 

use of warm soapy water, DO NOT use abrasive sponges, strong household cleaners, scouring agents, organic 

solvents or acidic cleaners as they may cause surface deterioration, peeling or change of colour.
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